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SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

Population Rank: U.S. ......  # 9
Texas ......  # 2

Proportions:  5:9 (official)

Adopted:  27 August 1992 (official)

DESIGN:  The field of San Antonio’s flag is divided vertically into blue
at the hoist and red at the fly.  In the center is a large white five-pointed
star on which is the Alamo outlined and detailed in black.  The height
of the star is nine-tenths the flag’s width; the height of the Alamo is
one-fourth the flag’s width.

SYMBOLISM:  The colors are those of the flags of Texas and the United
States.  The star also suggests the nickname of Texas, “The Lone Star
State”.  The Alamo, a fort in San Antonio and the site of an important
battle fought on 6 March 1836 by Texans in their war to gain indepen-
dence from Mexico, symbolizes the city’s role in that struggle.
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HOW SELECTED:  The flag is an updated version of an earlier flag
which bore the name of the city and state.  Pete Van de Putte, president
of Dixie Flag Company, suggested to Mayor Nelson Wolff that more
people might fly the flag if it were less expensive, perhaps by eliminat-
ing the costly lettering.

DESIGNER:  The original flag was designed by William W. Herring, a
Spanish-American War veteran.  The sketch he made of the flag is dated
28 May 1933.

MORE ABOUT THE FLAG:
The earlier version of the flag
had large white block letters
curved over the star, with SAN
AN on the blue half and
TONIO on the red.  In the
same letters, TEXAS was cen-
tered horizontally between the

star’s two lower points, with the “X” half on the blue and half on the red
field.  The flag was presented to city council on 18 April 1935 by the
United Spanish-American War Veterans, but not adopted officially un-
til 1976.  The depiction of the Alamo is described variously as having
been rendered as gray and as silver and gold.  The official colors are
PMS 286 (blue) and PMS 200 (red).

FORMER FLAG:  San Antonio’s
first official flag was adopted on 25
January 1917.  The flag has a white
field with a large blue silhouette map
of Texas in its center and SAN AN-
TONIO in large white block letters
across the center portion of the state.
Below the city’s name is the Alamo,

in a buff color and marking the geographical location of San Antonio.
The flag is 48 by 65 inches and its designer was Arthur Storms, a Shriner
from the Alzafar Temple.  The Shriners (a social and philanthropic men’s
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organization) used the flag regularly at their national conventions in
various cities for many years, but as time went by it was all but forgot-
ten at city hall, even though it apparently was the official city flag until
1976.


